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Abstract 
The need to reduce energy consumptions in buildings brings modern research to focus on the use of natural sources. In this context, the 
interest towards traditional architecture has been fueled, since one of the characteristics identifying it is the intuitive and intrinsic link 
between the building and the surrounding environment. For example, in Mediterranean traditional buildings the attention to the 
orientation, the limitation of openings, the use of shading systems, the great thermal inertia of the envelope, the exploitation of natural 
ventilation and the light colored external coatings are all technical answers to the overheating risks typical of hot climates. In this context, 
the Portuguese traditional habit to cover building façades in azulejos (square ceramic tiles painted in vivid colors) is undoubtfully an 
interesting topic. The paper describes optical and chromatic characteristics of four types of azulejos by means of spectral measurements. 
Obtained results have demonstrated that the chromatic composition of the tiles, despite dark colors are mixed with clear ones, is such to 
determine visual reflectance values higher than expected. This seems to suggest that, even if the chromatic composition in the past was 
mostly driven by decorative issues and visual intuitive judgments, the energetic needs were not completely neglected or at least that the 
traditionally preferred colors were such to obtain a positive effect in enhancing reflected component of daylight. 

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by solarlits.com. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 

 

1. Introduction
The current interest in the use of natural sources to reduce energy 
consumption in building sector has driven researchers to devote a 
new attention towards traditional architecture [1,2], often also 
referred as folk or vernacular one [3]. As reported in [3], it is not 
easy to explain what is meant for traditional architecture. Revising 
the terms and the definitions used by several authors to describe 
it, Noble identifies its main characteristics, among which in this 
context it is interesting to mention the following: traditional 
architecture is different from the formal architecture, i.e. from the 
architecture based on intellectualized styles manifested in grand 
buildings [4], it is an answer of craftsmen to the building needs of 
a local group by using the materials available to them [4]; it is 
intimately related to the environment it is built in [3]; each regional 
variant develops in response to the conditions and materials 
determined by the local climate and vegetation [5]. According to 
[6] this part of the historical architectural heritage contains 

unwritten information about how to optimize the energy 
performance of buildings at low cost using local sources and 
materials. Researchers recognize in it a close link with territories 
and a great sensitivity towards nature [7], a practical 
demonstration of the principles of the bioclimatic method of 
constructing, focused on passive solar technologies, i.e. heating or 
cooling techniques that passively absorb (or protect from) the sun's 
energy and contain no moving parts [8]. As a consequence, the 
study of such buildings, as stated in [7], is not anachronistic but 
add knowledge useful for the technological development. 

Considering the strong interconnection between buildings and 
local environment, the variants of vernacular architecture are a lot, 
but common features can be identified in regions characterized by 
similar climates. Based on that, Zhai and Previtali [6] have 
proposed a categorization of the vernacular architecture, 
identifying 114 different regions (defined vernacular regions) each 
of them characterized by a specific identity. This classification 
was obtained by crosschecking a map describing the world 
climates (the de Dear climate map) and a map identifying the 
language families (the map derived from the Evolution of the 
Human Language Project), underlining that the building culture 
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depends not only on the characteristics of the physical 
environment but also on cultural issues. This categorization has 
made possible to identify for each meteorological zone the most 
recurring features (for example wall mass, type of roof, type of 
windows). According to this classification, Mediterranean zone 
(more or less corresponding to Csa, Csb and Csc Köppen 
classification [9]) groups 11 different vernacular regions. 
However, despite this variety, it is possible to identify common 
elements characterizing it: great attention to orientation, limitation 
of openings, use of shading systems, great thermal inertia of the 
envelope, exploitation of natural ventilation and light colored 
external coatings [7]. 

This last aspect is particularly interesting. The characteristics of 
the building envelope are fundamental in defining the energy 
exchanges between indoor and outdoor environment and, despite 
these exchanges depend on the entire stratigraphy of the perimetral 
walls and on the thermophysical characteristics of each layer, the 
exterior finishing has a particular relevance. It is responsible for 
the heat exchange radiative mechanism, determining the way the 
envelope absorbs, reflects or transmits the radiant energy coming 
from the outdoor environment. Notwithstanding the significance 
of this topic, contrary to all the other mentioned ones (for example 
the inertia of the envelope that has been treated in different papers 
[10,11]), the effect of the exterior finishing layer on the building 
energy balance has not been extensively studied. Some works have 
underlined this aspect at a descriptive level. For example, Vissilia 
in [12] has analyzed building characteristics of Sernikaki, a Greek 
vernacular settlement and, focusing on the building envelope, has 
underlined how the light colored surfaces of the façades 
represented an expedient to protect the high thermal mass walls 
against solar radiation, reducing the heat absorption in summer 
and preventing the rise of internal temperatures. Similar 
observations have been done by Cañas and Martín [13], who have 
studied the Spanish vernacular architecture. Despite that, works 
deeply analyzing this aspect are few. In this sense it is interesting 
the study by Convertino et al. [7], who have analyzed the 
peculiarities of the buildings and of urban layout of the old town 
of Ostuni (Puglia, Italy), especially focusing on the external 
coating with white lime base and showing its influence on the 
microclimatic conditions. They have simulated the energy 
behavior of a typical local building by means of DesignBuilder, 
changing the outside finishing and comparing the results. In this 
way they have demonstrated how the clear coating involves a 
reduction in cooling energy during summer and of course an 
increment of heating energy during winter. However, they have 
underlined how in the past in that region the cooling need was the 
prior one, not only because Ostuni is characterized by hot climate, 
but also because, when the buildings were built, the use of 
fireplaces was common to protect from the winter cold, but active 
cooling systems were not yet known. Furthermore, the authors 
have underlined that the use of clear colors, enhancing the 
reflected components of daylight, have also an effect in increasing 
the indoor daylight levels in buildings due to the luminous 
interreflections between the surfaces of the façades. 

Currently, the analysis of the radiative characteristics of the 
exterior building finishing layers is crucial for modern research 
not only with a view to reduce the heat absorption of the building 
envelope, but also for the control of the urban heat-island 
phenomenon [14]. This has driven researchers to experiment new 
materials [15] and in this sense it is crucial the study of the so-

called cool coating, i.e. high reflective covering materials 
absorbing less solar radiation than the traditional ones, thanks to 
their selective behavior in absorbing and reflecting radiation [16]. 
Several studies have demonstrated the effect of the characteristics 
of the finishing layer of the envelope on the energy requirements 
of the buildings [17], underlining that relevant summer energy 
savings can be obtained both in schools [18] and in commercial 
applications [19] and that the use of cool materials appears as a 
fruitful strategy to improve the energy efficiency of existing 
buildings as well [20]. 

The high reflection behavior of course is particularly relevant 
for horizontal surfaces and especially roofs, since in hot climates 
a roof can be responsible till the 50% of the thermal load for 
buildings [21]. However, the façade contribution cannot be 
neglected [22]. The study of the materials for the façades, 
sometimes can be more complex, since the elevation of a building 
is the the interface through which it communicates with the city 
and its aesthetical values cannot be neglected. Often, the shapes 
and chromatic composition of the façades are driven by 
architectural and cultural needs and the balance between energetic 
and aesthetic issues can be difficult. The traditional architecture 
could provide useful answers also in this case. The habit to cover 
buildings façades in ceramic tiles, the so-called azulejos, typical 
of traditional Portuguese architecture, is an interesting example in 
this sense. 

The azulejo is a square clay tile. Its rear surface is porous and 
not treated to make easier the application on the façade; whereas 
the front one is shiny and decorated by means of vivid colors. The 
azulejos art is of Moorish origin (the term itself probably comes 
from the Arab “azuleich” [23]), it penetrated in Spain trough the 
Moors and then from the Spain it reached the Portugal. 
Traditionally, the introduction in Portugal is dated between the end 
of XV and the beginning of XVI century, following a visit by King 
Manuel I to Spain [24], who was fascinated by the decorative 
motifs of the ceramics in the Andalusian palaces and decided to 
decorate the real palace, currently known as Palàcio Nacional de 
Sintra, according to that style. However, recent studies [25,26] 
have tried to demonstrate that the azulejos traces in Portugal are 
more ancient. In any case, from the XVI century on, in Portugal 
the art of the azulejos spread more and more, increasing its original 
figurative language, gaining a specific identity and enriching by 
means of other contaminations. The typical Moresque style, 
characterized by original geometrical models, was strongly 
revisited and new decorative schemes, such as zoomorphic and 
phytomorphic themes were added to the original ones [27]. By the 
middle of the XVI century the influence of Italian Majolica began 
strong, as far as the Dutch one by the middle of the XVII century 
[28]. During the first half of the XVII century, Portugal was the 
European country where tiles were most massively used, being a 
distinctive feature of the local architecture [28]. The use of this 
decorative process became very spread not only for building 
façade, but also for floors and interior walls in churches and 
palaces, it was common for the houses of the rich as for those of 
the poor [23]. The introduction of the industrial production 
processes has contributed to a further development of the azulejos, 
that have overcome the obstacles of time, staying alive to this day. 
The identity of this form of art is so strong that it has been 
integrated also in the modernist architecture [24]. 

Nowadays, several manufactories produce modern azulejos, 
some of them with a handcraft production process. Even if the 
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design of the azulejos can be very complex as for example in the 
Igreja do Carmo in Porto, the decorative technique of the most 
spread azulejos (easily purchasable even today) is based on the 
repetition of simple geometrical or organic shapes composed 
together to determine complex drawings. Sometimes the most 
complex obtainable pattern can be read on the single tile (see type 
A3 in Fig. 1). Other times the decoration of the single azulejo is 
studied so that the combination of the tiles one next to the other, 
obtaining squares gradually bigger, defines more complex 
drawings (see for example Type 1 in Fig. 1). 

The complexity of the chromatic composition of such façades 
makes difficult to evaluate its global reflectance properties. 
However, despite the use of polychromies not excluding dark 
colors, the “cooling effect” of this façade typology seems to be one 
of the known benefits in their use. Indeed, in [23] de Sousa-Leão, 
dealing with the spread of the azulejos in Brazil, underlines that 
the cool surface of the tiles is particularly suited for hot climates. 
Moreover, the author stated that this is one of the reasons why the 
azulejos have been easily transplanted in Brazil and specifically 
on coastal regions, where weather conditions (except for the 
humidity) are not so dissimilar from Portugal. Probably, the 
practical experience experimented in the centuries by the 
vernacular Mediterranean architecture, demonstrating that the use 
of light colors on the façade guarantees a cooling effect in summer, 
was not neglected by the tiles' producers. Perhaps, even when the 
façades were chromatically complex, some colors were preferred 
to others not only for cultural reasons but also for energetic ones, 
i.e. for their capacity to maintain buildings cool. 

Of course, in the past the choice of colors of the tiles and the 
way to associate them to define the design of the pattern was based 
exclusively on a visual judgement depending on the way colors 
appeared under light, and, to be more specific, under daylight 
(considering the outside application). The chromatic appearance 
of the colors is a complex phenomenon and does not depend only 
on the spectral reflectance characteristics of materials. 
Specifically, the brightness of the colors, referring to how much 
brilliant a color appears, well described by the L* chromatic 
coordinate of the CIE L*a*b*chromatic system, does not coincide 
with the visual reflectance, and of course with the solar one. This 
means that comparing two materials characterized by the same hue 
and by a lightness one the double of the other, the corresponding 
visual reflectance values will be not one the double of the other. 
The same happens for the solar reflectance. Consequently, it could 
be said that the choice of the azulejos colors could have been 
driven by the L* coordinate, closer to the perceived brightness, but 
obviously neither by the visual reflectance nor by the solar one. 

However, a recent paper [29] has demonstrated that for some 
ceramic materials there is a good correlation between L* and the 
Solar Reflectance Index (SRI). The authors of the paper have 
underlined that, despite its limitations, the use of data referred to 
visible field of the spectrum to estimate the SRI is a simple and 
fast approach, which may assist a more comprehensive UV-Vis-
NIR analysis, that cannot be avoided in any case. This would seem 
to suggest that a simple visual evaluation, based on the brightness 
of the colors (as in the case of traditional azulejos) could have 
determined positive effects also from an energetic point of view. 

Based on all these premises and considering that the previous 
researches dealing with the “cooling effect” of finishing layer in 
traditional buildings are few and generally referred to 
monochromatic façades (see Table 1), the paper aims at deepening 
the optical characteristics of the azulejos, describing them both 
from a physical and a perceptive point of view, analyzing the way 
they reflect light and their chromatic composition. For this 
purpose, four samples of ceramic tiles were selected and analyzed. 
The analysis is divided into two different phases (see Fig. 2). 
Firstly, each color of each selected tile was characterized by means 
of spectral reflectance measurements and, from spectral 
reflectance, the following data were obtained: visual reflectance, 
specular component of the visual reflection and chromatic L*a*b* 
components under D65 illuminant. Secondly, starting from these 
data, the visual reflectance characterizing each tile was obtained 
as average of the visual reflectance of each color weighed 
according to the area covered by the same color. In this way it has 
been possible to investigate the link between the chromatic 
composition of the tiles and their corresponding optical behavior. 
 
2. Method 
Four different types of hand-made decorated azulejos have been 
selected for the analysis. 

The tiles were chosen in a commercially available catalogue to 
obtain common examples that can be easily purchasable. The 
selection criterium was double and based on two different needs: 
to analyze a significant range of commonly used colors and to 
study different geometrical composition schemes. Indeed, as it can 
be seen in Fig. 1, each tile is characterized by different chromatic 
characteristics. The type A1 is covered in 2 colors (blue and 
white), the A3 in 3 colors (blue, brown, beige) and the other two 
ones in 4 colors (bordeaux, yellow, white, green for the A2 and 
bordeaux, white, green, black for the A4). Moreover, as it can be 
seen in Fig. 1, the simplest geometric scheme is the A3 one, for 
which the entire design is completely contained in only one tile. 

Table 1. Previous researches dealing with the “cooling effect” of outdoor finishing in traditional Mediterranean architecture. 
Reference Findings  Research gap 

[12] The paper analyzes building characteristics of Sernikaki, in Greece. It underlines 
how the light colored surfaces of the façades representes an expedient to protect the 
high thermal mass walls against solar radiation, reducing the heat absorption in 
summer and preventing the rise of internal temperatures. 

It is referred to monochromatic façades and the effect 
of the external finishing layer is not quantified but 
simply described. 

[13] The paper studies the Spanish vernacular architecture and underlines the crucial role 
of light colored exterior finishes to avoid summer overheating. 

It is referred to monochromatic façades and the effect 
of the external finishing layer is not quantified but 
simply described. 

[7] The paper deeply analyzes the peculiarities of the buildings and of urban layout of 
the old town of Ostuni (Puglia, Italy), especially focusing on the external coating 
with white lime base. By means of dynamic simulations in DesignBuilder it 
quantifies the weight of the outside finishing on the building energy behavior.  

It is referred to monochromatic façades. 

[23] The paper underlines that the azulejos were characterized by cool surfaces 
particularly suited for hot climates. 

The beneficial energetic effects of azulejos is simply 
mentioned. 
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On the contrary, when the other tiles are put together to cover the 
façade, the juxtaposition of four different modules allow more 
complex designs to be obtained. All the tiles measures 14∙14 cm, 
except the one indicated in Fig. 1 as A2, being 15∙15 cm wide. 

The research method to characterize the tiles is divided into two 
different phases (see Fig. 2). Firstly, for each tile the used colors 
were analyzed one by one, measuring spectral reflectance values 
and obtaining from them the visual reflectance, the specular 
component of the reflection and the CIE L*a*b* chromatic 

   
(a)                                      (b) 

   
(c)                                      (d) 

Fig. 1. The four types of analyzed azulejos: (a)-(d) single tile on the left, juxtaposition of four modules on the right. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Scheme of the adopted research method. 
 

   
(a)                                        (b) 
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coordinates under the D65 illuminant. Then, starting from these 
data, it has been possible to calculate a single visual reflectance 
value specific of each tile. 

Visual spectral reflectance of each color of the azulejos was 
measured by means of a Konica Minolta CM-2600d 
spectrophotometer. The tiles are handmade decorated, and the 
painting is applied by means of brushes. As a consequence, the 
colors are not completely pure, but in each colored area it is 
possible to identify different nuances of the same hue. In order to 
register these differences, measurements were repeated three times 
for each color, in three different points. 

For each measured sample, starting from spectral data, the 
visual reflectance and the L*a*b* chromatic coordinates were 

obtained. For this purpose, the D65 illuminant was chosen, since 
the tiles are meant to be used on building façades and consequently 
to be lit by daylight. Moreover, considering that the 
spectrophotometer provides the visual reflectance with specular 
component included (ρSCI) and excluded (ρSCE), the specular 
component of the reflection related to each sample was calculated 
as the difference of ρSCI and ρSCE. 

Finally, the visual reflectance of the tile (ρtile) was obtained. In 
order to do that, first of all, for each color the average of the 
reflectance values referred to the three measured samples was 
calculated and assumed as representative of the specific i color 
(ρav,i). Then the area covered by each color was calculated by 

   
(c)                                        (d) 

Fig. 3. (a)-(d) Spectral reflectance of measured samples related to the four azulejos typologies. 
 

   
(a)                                             (b) 

           
(c)                                             (d) 

Fig. 4. (a)-(d) L*a*b* coordinates referred to D65 illuminant of each measured sample for the four typologies of azulejos. 
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means of a CAD software and then the fraction of the area (𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜,𝑟𝑟) 
referred to the total area of the tile was obtained as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜,𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡

      (1) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟 is the area covered by each i color in each tile, and 
𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 is the area of the tile. 

In this way, the ρtile referred to the tile was evaluated as: 
𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎,𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜,𝑟𝑟

𝑛𝑛
𝑟𝑟=1      (2) 

where 𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎,𝑟𝑟 is the average reflectance referred to each i color and 
n the number of colors in the tile.  
 
3. Results 
Results of the measurements are reported in Figs. 3-6 and in 
Tables 2 and 3. Specifically, Fig. 3 reports spectral reflectance 
curves referred to each measured sample, Fig. 4 shows L*a*b* 
chromatic coordinates under D65 and Table 2 reports visual 
reflectance values under D65 and specular components of the 
reflection. Moreover, Fig. 5 presents a comparison between the 
reflectance and the brightness referred to each color. Finally, Fig. 
6 and Table 3 groups the data necessary to calculate the ρtile. 

In some of the tables and of the graphs each measured color 
sample is indicated by means of an acronym composed of 
characters corresponding to the tile type (A1, A2, A3 and A4), to 
the first letters of the color (W-White, B-Blue, Bo-Bordeaux, G-
green, Y-Yellow, Be-Beige, Br-Brown, Bl-Black) and to  a 
number (1, 2 and 3) indicating the sample. For example, A2.Y.3 is 
the third analyzed sample related to yellow color, measured in A2 
tile. 

As it can be observed in Fig. 3, in some cases the reflectance 
curves of the colors are almost coincident, whereas in other cases, 
even presenting a similar trend, they are distant one from the other 
(blue in A1, green in A2 and A4, yellow in A2 and bordeaux in 
A4). This means that even if the hue of the color is similar, some 
samples are brighter than the others. Moreover, another aspect that 
can be observed is the fact that all the curves, even those referred 
to the so-called cool colors like blue, present an increasing trend 
corresponding to the longest wavelengths of the visual field and 
seem to continue to increase in the NIR range. Of course, this 
should be verified by means of specific measurements. 

Table 2 confirms what was predictable by Fig. 3: for some 
colors (i.e. those colors for which the reflectance curves were not 
coincident) the difference in visual reflectance values are more 
significant than in others. For example, the A1.B.3 has a 
reflectance 5.98-6.51% higher compared with the A1.B.1 and the 
A1.B.2 (Type 1 in Fig. 2) and the A4.G.3. reflectance is 8.02% 
higher than the A4.G.1 and 4.92% higher than the A4.G.2. As for 
the specular reflection component of the tiles (see column 3 in 
Table 2), it assumes values comprised between 2.29% and 5.64%. 
The highest observed values, i.e. those higher than about 5.00% 
are always referred to white samples (see A1, A2 and A4 in Table 
2). On the contrary the lowest value is observed for the brown 
sample in A3. 

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the analysis of the chromatic 
components has demonstrated that all the measured colors are low 
saturated, indeed points representing them in the CIE colors circle 
are generally located near the origin of the a* b* axes and the a* 
and b* coordinates assume values generally lower than ±30. The 
only two exceptions are represented by yellow samples in A2 (b* 
coordinates ranging from 53.20 to 54.43) and green samples in A4 
(b* coordinates ranging from 31.05 to 37.62). Moreover, it can be 
observed that, comparing L* values of the various measured 
samples, the colors characterized by more significant shifts are 
blue in A1, green in A2 and A4, yellow in A2 and bordeaux in A4, 
in accordance to what already observed when analyzing the 
reflectance values in Table 2. Contrary to the L* values, generally 
a* and b* coordinates are almost similar for the three measured 

Table 2. Visual reflectance and specular component of each measured sample. 
Tile type Color Sample Visual 

reflectance 
[%] 

Specular 
component 
[%] 

A1 White A1.W.1 68.17 5.13 
A1.W.2 68.07 5.64 
A1.W.3 66.74 5.42 

Blue A1.B.1 14.00 4.31 
A1.B.2 13.47 4.52 
A1.B.3 19.98 4.66 

A2 Bordeaux A2.Bo.1 15.31 3.81 
A2.Bo.2 16.58 3.83 
A2.Bo.3 15.30 4.37 

White A2.W.1 68.45 5.40 
A2.W.2 68.79 5.34 
A2.W.3 69.09 5.49 

Green A2.G.1 9.67 4.05 
A2.G.2 8.14 4.01 
A2.G.3 12.43 4.18 

Yellow A2.Y.1 41.91 4.17 
A2.Y.2 39.43 4.28 
A2.Y.3 37.53 4.54 

A3 Beige A3.Be.1 47.80 3.58 
A3.Be.2 48.01 4.47 
A3.Be.3 48.57 4.07 

Brown A3.Br.1 7.86 2.37 
A3.Br.2 6.86 2.58 
A3.Br.3 7.39 2.29 

Blue A3.B.1 16.18 3.35 
A3.B.2 16.12 3.42 
A3.B.3 16.33 3.36 

A4 White A4.W.1 67.69 5.00 
A4.W.2 66.95 5.32 
A4.W.3 66.20 5.42 

Green A4.G.1 45.19 3.47 
A4.G.2 48.29 4.22 
A4.G.3 53.21 4.15 

Bordeaux A4.Bo.1 10.03 4.04 
A4.Bo.2 8.83 3.64 
A4.Bo.3 7.73 3.96 

Black A4.Bl.1 5.85 4.19 
A4.Bl.2 5.82 4.25 
A4.Bl.3 5.69 3.66 
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samples. The only exception in this sense is represented by the 
green in A3. 

Figure 5 practically demonstrates what mentioned in the 
Introduction about the difference between reflectance and 

lightness. From the graph, it can be seen that the difference 
between reflectance and lightness is lower when colors are 
brighter and higher when they are darker. Consequently, the 
samples characterized by very low reflectance (see for example 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between ρ and L* values referred to D65 illuminant for the analyzed azulejos (A1, A2, A3 and A4). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Percentage area occupied by each color in each one of the four azulejos (A1, A2, A3 and A4). 
 
Table 3. Visual reflectance and specular component of each measured sample. 

Tile type Color Aratio,i ρav,i (D65) [%] ρtile (D65) [%] 

A1 White 0.78 67.66 56.25 
Blue 0.22 15.82 

A2 Bordeaux 0.14 15.73 43.46 
White 0.52 68.78 
Green 0.27 10.08 
Yellow 0.07 39.62 

A3 Beige 0.62 48.13 33.17 
Brown 0.32 7.37 
Blue 0.06 16.21 

A4 White 0.38 66.95 45.20 
Green 0.37 48.90 
Bordeaux 0.07 8.86 
Black 0.18 5.79 
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brown samples in A3 and black ones in A4) have L* values not so 
low and equal to around 30. 

The analysis of the chromatic scheme provides the following 
results. Looking at Fig. 6, it can be inferred that generally it is 
possible to recognize a dominant color that occupies most of the 
area of the tile and that this color is very bright. The other colors 
used to paint decorations on this background are generally darker. 
This is the case of A1 and A2 where the dominant color is white 
(occupying 78% of the area in A1 and 52% of the area in A2) and 
of A3 were the background is beige (occupying 62% of the area). 
The only exception to this chromatic composition is A4. In this 
case, it is possible to identify two dominant colors, white and green, 
occupying almost the same percentage area (38% and 37% 
respectively). However, also in this case the dominant colors are 
brighter than the others, characterized by L* higher than 80 for the 
white and 70 for the green and ρ values higher than 60.00% for the 
white and 45.00% for the green. This chromatic composition 
determines that the reflectance of the tiles assumes values closer 
to those of the brighter colors, maintaining itself rather high 
despite the use of dark colors, as reported in Table 3. 
 
4. Discussion 
In summary, the optical and chromatic characteristics of the 
analyzed azulejos can be described as it follows. 

The decoration process of the tiles determines a glossy finishing 
corresponding to a specular reflection component oscillating 
between about 2.00% and 6.00%. The observed variations seem to 
be connected to the brightness of the color: for colors 
characterized by higher values of visual reflectance and of L* 
coordinate the specular component is high as well. For example, 
the white samples have always a specular component higher than 
5.00%. The analysis of the chromatic composition revealed that 
the used colors are characterized by not very saturated hues: the 
a* and b* coordinates are indeed always lower than 30, except the 
case of the yellow samples in A2 and the green samples in A4. 
Generally, the used dominant colors (i.e. those occupying most of 
the area) are the brightest of the tile (white and beige), whereas 
darker colors are intended to the details. More specifically, the 
visual reflectance values of the background colors range from 
48.13% (beige in A3) to 68.78% (white in A2), whereas those of 
the colors used for the details range from 5.79% (black in A4) to 
16.21 % (blue in A3). Even in the case of the A4 type, where two 
dominant colors can be identified, white and green, occupying 
together 75% of the area of the tile, the selected green is very 
bright, characterized by L* values higher than 70 and by ρ values 
higher than 45.00%. The use of brighter colors for the background 
makes that the average reflectance values of the tiles turn out to be 
not so low, even if dark colors are used. Specifically, they range 
from 33.17% (in A3) to 56.25% (in A1). According to de Sousa-
Leão in [23], the habit to cover façades in azulejos was considered 
a good strategy to protect buildings from solar radiation. 
Considering the obtained results, it is licit to hypothesize that the 
preference for bright colors could have been driven not only by 
decorative issues, but also by energetic ones. 

Even in this hypothesis, it is clear that in the past the colors 
choice was based exclusively on an intuitive evaluation, 
depending on the brightness of colors. As it has been underlined 
in the introduction, in [29] a good correspondence between optical 
and thermal characteristics was found for some ceramic materials. 

Specifically, the authors found that on 19 analyzed samples of 
ceramic tiles used for roofs in Brazil, for 10 of them the difference 
between solar reflectance and visual was lower or equal than 10% 
and for the others higher and reaching at most 19%. In more detail, 
for some colors like ivory, light ivory and light beige the two 
reflectance values were very similar (maximum difference 4%), 
whereas the maximum shift was observed for light and dark brown. 
Based on these results, it is clear that more accurate analyses are 
necessary to expand the evaluation to the UV and NIR fields and 
to verify if the hypotheses based on the optical characteristics are 
confirmed by a wider spectral analysis. However, it must be 
pointed out that the increasing trend of the spectral reflectance 
curves at the end of the visual field seems to suggest a high 
reflective behavior of the material in the NIR field as well. 
 
5. Conclusions 
The paper studied the optical characteristics of four typologies of 
azulejos, chosen among commercially available models. The 
spectral measurements allowed reflectance and chromatic 
characteristics of the tiles colors to be analyzed. Then, through the 
study of the chromatic and geometrical composition of the patterns, 
it was possible to calculate the visual reflectance of each tile. 

Obtained results have demonstrated that, despite dark colors are 
mixed with clear ones, visual reflectance values are higher than 
expected. This is due to the fact that generally the clear colors are 
used to paint the background and cover most of the area of the tiles, 
whereas darker ones are applied for decorative details. This seems 
to confirm the hypothesis that, even if the chromatic composition 
was mostly driven by decorative issues and visual intuitive 
judgments, the energetic needs were not completely neglected or 
at least that the traditionally preferred colors were such to obtain a 
positive effect in enhancing the reflected component of daylight. 

Of course, to confirm this hypothesis, further studies should be 
conducted to evaluate other decorative schemes and to identify at 
a larger scale the preferred colors used on the buildings. In the case 
of tiles like those here analyzed, where the repetition of the same 
module allows more complex design to be defined, the evaluation 
of the area covered by each color, and consequently the evaluation 
of the reflectance of the tile and of the facade, is not difficult. On 
the contrary, for complex façades for which decorations on 
ceramic tiles are more elaborate (sometimes being similar to 
paintings like in the case of the Igreja do Carmo in Porto) the 
definition of the reflectance values will be of course more complex, 
will require detailed analysis technique and the use of a CAD 
software to surround the different areas and then calculate their 
extension is decisively inconvenient. It would be useful to find a 
way to make automatic the calculation procedures. This would be 
necessary also with a view to extend the procedure to the study of 
indoor surfaces and to other typologies or finishes, for example 
painted walls. 

As it was already mentioned, the spectral measurements were 
limited to the visual field of the spectrum and a deeper analysis 
should be performed to obtain an overall evaluation of the 
energetic behavior of the tiles. 

Despite the cited limitations, the study of the chromatic 
compositions of the tiles is useful to provide examples for the 
design of chromatically complex façades and to find effective way 
to combine different polychromies that, even containing dark 
colors, present a global high solar reflectance. 
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